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New Infra-Structure For Yaringa
The last few months has seen a considerable amount of investment in infra-structure
at Yaringa. This investment has been at both the Marina and the Services Centre.
The most obvious infra-structure
improvement has been the sealing of
the driveways for the entrance and
exits to the Marina. These works along
with the brick walls, boom gates and
native bush planting have provided a
significant lift to the appearance of the
harbor.
The second piece of major infrastructure has been the construction of
a purpose built factory for JNC Marine. The factory will allow us to deliver boats upto
60ft in length straight into the factory in the travelift. This is a capability not available
anywhere else in Victoria.
Julian Cox the owner of JNC has
advised that he has already
booked jobs well beyond August
and is quoting jobs through to
the end of the year. This new
factory will allow Julian to undertake smaller jobs in his existing factory whilst using the
new factory for major re-paints
in a clean and dust free environment.
In the coming weeks we will be
sealing the pavement from
Lumeah Road into the Marina Services area. This bitumen will be rated to take the
travelift.
A new toilet block will also be constructed to service the Marina Services area and
the adjoining boat storage yard.
These major investments are all part of the improvement of Yaringa in preparation
for the commencement of the proposed development.
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Staff Changes:
Our long serving Yard Supervisor
Rob Kelly has departed to try his
hand at something new. We all wish
Rob all the best for the future.
New Staff.
We have been fortunate to appoint
Justin McCarthy to fill Rob’s position. Justin has been involved in the
marina for eighteen months which
means the transition has been extremely smooth.

We have also appointed Jacob Fox
as trainee Yard Hand. Jacob is a
local boy who loves the outdoors.
We wish all the new staff well and a
long career at YBH.

Vale:
Fr Peter Edwards passed away
on Sunday 8th February 2015.
Fr Peter was a
regular at
Yaringa where
he would sip
his coffee and
complete the
crossword. He
will be missed.

Bungs And Yaringa’s Policy
As the result of a number of incidents this summer we have been forced to reexamine the issue of bungs in trailer boats. The existing Rules and Regulations for
Yaringa Boat Harbour states the following :
Clause 7.7 Bungs are the sole responsibility of the boat owner and must be in place
at all times.
The issue of bungs is complex. With the number, anywhere between 1 and 7, and
location of bungs varying from boat to boat. Currently a number of boat owners
leave the bungs out and/or request the marina staff to remove their bungs.
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Commencing 1 March 2015, the current policy of owners being responsible for their
bungs being in place will be strictly enforced. As the owner this means you must ensure all bungs are in when you leave your boat. We will no longer accept any responsibility for checking bungs. In addition, we will no longer remove bungs to drain
boats (so please do not ask the receptionist or yard staff) the emptying of any rain
water is the responsibility of the owner. To minimize rain collecting in your boat we
recommend the fitting of appropriate covers or, alternatively suggest storage of your
boat under cover.
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If your boat already has covers please ensure that they are still waterproof. Experience shows us that nearly 50% of the boats with covers fill with as much water as a
boat without a cover.
We are more than happy to bring your boat to the concrete apron should you want
to drain your boat, something we suggest that should be done after any heavy rain.
It is also important that you have a bilge pump that works and that it is wired prior
to the battery switch so that it works and pumps any water that collects in your
bilge. This is of particular importance for any boat with an inboard engine. Better to have a
flat battery that have water cover your engine.
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Whilst we understand the strict implementation of this policy may cause some inconvenience we believe this is
far outweighed by the risk mitigation that will be achieved.

Bowline on a Bight
This knot forms a bowline (secure loop) in the middle of a line. Useful when you want
a non-slip loop but a free end is not handy or to provide two loops in the end of a line.
This knot can be used as a sling or as a seat or bosum’s chair in an emergency rescue
situation. The two loops can be worked to different sizes if needed.
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Photo Competition.
We have received a number of entries for the photo competition all of which display the beauty of the Boat Harbour.
All of the photos will be put on our website and I would encourage you to take the time and have a look. The photos
are very different and show the many moods of Yaringa. Below are the three finalists from which this issues winner
was chosen
The winner was taken by John Hop- Jaimie’s 60km Walk Update
kins showing this dramatic cloud
display over the Harbour.
John will receive a dinner for two
at the Yaringa Restaurant to the
value of $100.00.

The second photo was taken by
Mac Craig aboard his much loved
Mudlark leaving the harbor on a
still, breathless morning.

Jaimie would like to thank

Yaringa and all the businesses
and customers for their support
in helping to achieve her goal.

Special mention to Gerry who
has made a considerable effort
to help fundraise. The generosity
and support from everyone
really means a lot. The total
The third photo was taken of raised is $3,195.25 with more
fireworks over the harbor. The coming in!
photo shows an eerie yellow
The big walk is on the 28th Febpalm tree like effect.
ruary and 1st March 2015
benefiting Peter Mac.

The photo competition will be ongoing with a winner
announced each newsletter so please submit your photos
to info@yaringa.com.au.
1. Double a section of line and form a loop or "eye" in the line.
2. Pass the free end up through the eye forming a double loop below the eye.
3. Spread open the free end and bring it down to the bottom of the double loop.
4. Pass over double loop and continue up to top of eye.
5. Seat the knot by pulling on the double loop while holding the standing line.
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Vacant Factory

Old Trailers in the Yard.

We currently have available a small factory for lease
in the Marina Service Area. The factory would suit
someone wishing to operate a Boat Detailing or similar business.

We are currently undertaking a thorough clearing of
the yards. If you
have an old trailer
at Yaringa, and
are not paying for
its storage , please
ensure that you
have it removed
by the 1 March 2015.

For further details or to arrange an inspection please
contact the Managing Agents:
Mrs Yvonne Taylor
Commercial Property Manager
Century 21 Homeport
Phone: 03 5979 3555
Fax: 03 5979 3387
Email: Yvonne.taylorc21@century21.com.au

Joke of the Month.
Why don't oysters share their
pearls?
(Because they're shellfish!)
What do you get when you cross
an octopus and a cow?
(An animal that can milk itself!)
Where do fish sleep?
(On a seabed!)
What do fish and maps have in common?
(They both have scales!)

If you want the trailer to be stored please advise the
office and we will make the necessary arrangements. Any trailer that has not been removed or,
storage arrangements made with the office , will be
disposed of as scrap metal.

Sheryl's’ Recipe.
Tasmanian Scallop Pie
Ingredients
* 400g Tasmanian scallops
* 1 cup milk
* 1 small onion, small carrot, stick of
celery, diced
* 30g butter
* 2 tbsp flour
* 3 or 4 Puff pastry sheets
* 1tsp turmeric
* 1tsp ground cumin
* 1tsp ground coriander seed
* ½tsp ground fenugreek

Method

Quote of the Month—
“I must be a mermaid, Rango. I have no fear of depths
and a great fear of shallow living.”

Anais Nin

Contact Details:
Phone No.: (03)5977 4154
Fax No.:
(03)5977 3156
Email: info@yaringa.com.au
www.yaringa.com.au

Preheat oven to 230 degrees C. Heat a non-stick pan with a little
oil and butter. Quickly pan sear the scallops, adding a splash of
white wine. You don’t want the scallops to completely cook in the
pan, just until they plump up a little. Remove from the pan and
set aside.
In a medium sized saucepan, sweat the onions, carrot and celery
over a low-medium heat in the 30 grams of butter until the onions are translucent. Add the spices and stir until they give off a
fragrant aroma. Add the milk and continue to cook, stirring gently, until the sauce thickens.
Line a pie tin with puff pastry. (You can use a large pie tin or
smaller single serve tins. I find muffin trays to work well when at
home). Place scallops in the pie shell to about ¾ full. Dollop the
sauce mix on top and place on puff pastry lid, pinching together
the lid and shell. Baste with beaten egg for added colour and
bake for 25-30 minutes or until pastry is golden brown.
Serve with chips or salad and a good quality Tasmanian Lager

